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CityPlay is an indie developed city builder simulation-strategy game. Create your own 2D isometric adventure city by placing all
the buildings as you like no zoning in City 5d3b920ae0
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Fun little game to pass the time.. I bought this game excited about a full sandbox type of city builder and was thinking I might
get something like the old school Sim City that I played back in the 90s on my Super Nintendo. .I was WRONG. Watch my full
30+ min review of this game right here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVVq8MK-aUM There's no features available in
the game for things like power, water, or sewage. There's no ability to rotate a building all four directions, they can only face the
bottom right or the bottom left so you always see the front. There's no ability to make curved roads, and no mountains or hills to
work your city around with the procedural generation. But my biggest complaint is that the progress of people moving into your
city is WAY TOO SLOW, and there is NO OPTION TO SPEED UP THE GAME! Argh! I placed plenty of houses, plenty of
services, and factories, offices and everything available to build. but people were still moving in at a mind numbingly slow pace.
My first impressions of this game are "disappointing" as I just expected much more and much faster progression that what this
game currently delivers. I cannot recommend it even with it's very low price tag. While Romopolis doesn't offer the open
sandbox style of play which I generally prefer, it just offers a lot more fun and value at about the same price. My score is a
43%. Not recommended.. UPDATE 5/27/16: There have been some changes/fixes/enhancements, but I wanted to let the
original review stand, so I'll mention the new stuff here. The Housing, Shops, Jobs, and Safety sliders now all work in the same
manner and it's much more intuitive (no more confusion over when to build shops!) This was the one confusing point I had with
the interface originally, but now that's been fixed. In addition, the mousewheel zooming is more intuitive (up to zoom in, down
to zoom out), and there is now a proper exit game button. The dev has been kind and collaborative with players, and has asked
for and considered (and in some cases, then implemented) player suggestions. Compared to most games on Steam, this is a game
with a smaller scope, and a smaller price point, so having this kind of dev response to game issues is really refreshing.
PREVIOUS REVEW: This game is cute and relaxing. I have to admit the negative reviews put me off, but I kept being drawn in
by the screenshots and the videos. So, I decided to buy it and make my own decision. If it simply didn't work, I could get a
refund. I'm not going to refund. I've had a blast playing this game. As soon as I figured out how to manage the "Build Shops"
meter, it's been very entertaining to place my colorful little isometric buildings and watch my city grow. Basically, build
housing. Build industry to gather materials. Build offices or factories for jobs. Then, when people start moving in (build a LOT
of housing. that's the only way the population will start to really grow), your Build Shops meter will move. Build ONE shop, and
give it about 15 minutes to let it get supplied with materials and then it'll start generating cash for you. Then, just build more
when the meter moves to the right. Beautify your city with parks and playgrounds, and make sure things are safe by placing your
fire station and police station. The larger your population gets, the more shops and different kinds of housing open up. I enjoyed
SimCity back in the day, but it was a little micromanagey for me what with the power grid and water pumps and zoning, etc.
This little game is truly pick up and play, and you don't have to invest a lot of time into every session. but I can't help that I have.
:) I'm not going to say everyone else's negative reviews are wrong, but I sincerely don't understand what they were expecting.
except for that one reviewer who was somehow expecting power and sewage and curved roads. all for under $4. Wut. I love the
game for what it is, but then. I have reasonable expectations. UPDATE: Just hit 250 population and I got my first disaster! I
about jumped out of my skin, because up until now, things have been calm and quiet and peaceful. I started hearing traffic
noise, which was cool. and then *crash*! Looked like a traffic accident with the yellow triangle. Luckily, I had not one, but
TWO hospitals at this point, and a little icon appeared on the hospital so I figured I'd try to click it. Well, the accident was
cleared up with some pretty cool sound effects and I got some gold coins out of it. :) UPDATE 2: Just hit 400+ population and
my cops just busted a car thief! :D I've also had one apartment fire and one office fire. I built schools and schoolbuses are now
driving around town with the cop cars and the fire trucks and the ambulances.. First, create the first game off The Terminal 2.
Maybe that I then want to buy your new game. or do you just like at The Terminal 2 ignore your players. do you make this game
100% ready now? or do you leave this also lay back. do not trust the creator of the game. the game itself is a fun, and can be
something beautiful. but there is still some work in and this is the problem. as the previous game still not finished and never.. All
I can say even if this was free it would cost to much its is super crap. This game is more of a puzzle game than a city builder -
which is fine, just not the style of game that I am interested in. I would recommend it to people that like casual games with
simple strategic elements. It's more about putting the pieces together than crafting a creative and thoughtful city.. I really like
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this game. Its chill to play. And there is no action in this game, what is very good.. This game is awful, this game is a unfinished
mobile game. - Build times are in REAL TIME.. It's a cute game but plopping down roads is a bit out of date. It would be cool if
you can click and drag a road. Production and building takes more time then needs to be in a game like this. For the price you
pay, it a fun way to pass the time. (So you get what you pay for.)
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